Deep Dive

The small runabout skipped over the waves. Two female figures could be seen aboard it. The smaller
one had the helm, steering it with concentrated purpose. The second stood next to her, one arm
wrapped around the pilot's shoulders. "Are we there yet?" "Are we there yet?" "Are we th-" a sharp
elbow to the gut interrupted the repetition.
"Oh you're no fun." Sylvia rubbed her stomach, even though it hadn't really hurt. Juli would have had to
do a full force punch to even begin to actually damage Sylvia. "I was just asking." Sylvia crossed her arms
under her breasts, pushing her already impressive cleavage up further. Thin vertical pieces of black
fabric just barely covered her nipples; thin strings connected them to a similar one concealing her pussy.
Wide hips and an ass to match made her perhaps the pre-eminent example of human female beauty. A
symmetrical oval face with long blue-black hair completed the picture.
"Alright, now we are there." Juli cut the engine and engaged the station-keeping program. The runabout
would stay where they left it, despite the effects of waves and ocean currents. While less over flowingly
female than her best friend, Juli was still stunning by any objective measure. Perfect proportions that
while less impressive than Sylvia's in raw numbers, still would have made her a beauty-queen in an
earlier age. Her white top crossed diagonally across her breasts, leaving little to the imagination, while
her thong bottom perfectly framed a firm, bubbly ass.
The swimsuit quickly became a non-issue as with a few motions Juli had it stripped off, leaving it lying in
a small pile on the bottom of the boat. Sylvia's quickly joined it. In this day and age swimsuits were more
for fashion than for actually swimming in. "So are you sure this is the spot?" Sylvia sat on the side of the
boat, taking off her tall stiletto heels, replacing them with a set of lightweight swimming flippers,
designed for the particular angle of human female feet.
Juli sat next to her, doing the same thing. "These are the coordinates listed." This was their last day of
shore leave. The first few had gone by in a blur, neither girl remembering much about the apparently
wild parties they'd attended, but these last few had been wonderful. Days tanning and swimming at the
beach, evenings dining and partying and nights of great sex between the two best friends, but both
craved something more to top off the trip. "Right where the reef meets the continental shelf, go
swimming for the ride of your life." Juli quoted the tip they'd gotten from an acquaintance they'd made
who shared their preference in partners.
Juli popped a set of protective lenses over her eyes. They would allow her to see underwater without
wearing goggles, her enhanced visual acuity taking care of seeing through the darkness. A small ushaped plug went into her nostrils; it would extract air from sea-water, extending the two-hours they
could go without breathing to a nearly unlimited extent. "You ready?" Juli glanced over at her friend,
who nodded. Leaning in they kissed quickly then rolled backwards off the boat and into the alien ocean.

Their eyes quickly adjusted, taking in the vista before them. They were right where an enormous coral
reef met the continental shelf, a relatively shallow area that suddenly descended into inky blackness at
the edge of a cliff. Sylvia had always enjoyed swimming, especially naked. She loved the feel of water on
her skin, and how it caressed her pussy lips. She could feel her own wetness forming there right now.
Right below her was a vibrant reef, all reds and yellows and greens. Alien fish darted away as she
approached, her long legs propelling her forward with slow, steady kicks. Juli had dived downwards,
investigating the reef up close. Her scientist mind taking in as much information as she could.
Suddenly Sylvia felt something nudge her legs. Stopping she turned around, to find herself facing
something that vaguely resembled an Earth dolphin. It wasn't really that similar, except perhaps for the
twinkle of intelligence in its eyes. She realized that she was surrounded by the creatures; a whole pod
had come along to investigate the visitors. Just as man had gone down to see Juli. Reaching out, Sylvia
strokes the nose of the animal, which nuzzled back in response. The animals were about as long as she
herself was tall, making them rather imposing figures.
That was when a shock ran through her body. Looking down she saw another one of the animals at her
crotch, its snout nuzzling her pussy. Then she felt something long and slippery lap across her lower lips.
A slight moan escaped her, but she didn't pull away. The animal in front of her had rotated, exposing its
belly. She watched as a long, thick cock emerged from a slit about two-thirds of the way down its body.
It was about two feet long once it finished extending, started about as wide as her forearm and
thickened as it went down, though not evenly, it looked like it had progressively larger spheres inside of
it.
Sylvia wrapped her breasts around the shaft, rubbing up and down, licking at the top with her tongue.
As she did that, the other sea creature continued to lick her lower lips, building a fire inside her. Below
her, Juli had taken the cock of one of the animals in her mouth and was deep throating it, it going a foot
or more down her throat at a time. Another one moved between her legs, instead of licking at her it
instead moved so the slight ridge along its back rubbed her pussy lips, stimulating her from below.
After about five minutes both animals came, one spurted cum across Sylvia's face and breasts, which
rapidly dissipated into the water, while the other cane deep inside Juli's throat, the thick seed filling her
stomach. Before either girl could recover, the animals below them shifted and stuffed both girls' pussies
with their cocks. Sylvia could feel each ridge popping into her eternally tight slit. Bubbles came out of
her mouth as it opened in a scream. Below her Juli reacted in much the same manner. The girls rode the
cocks of the aquatic animals, their breasts pushed up against the soft bellies.
The animals weren't done yet. Even as the hard shafts in their pussies drove them steadily to explosive
orgasm, Sylvia and Juli were suddenly penetrated in the ass. Now sandwiched between two of the
animals, the feeling of the massive rigged penises entering them from behind was too much. Juli came
first, her scream echoing in the water, a moment later Sylvia joined her. At the same time all four of the
animals came as well, flooding the girls' wombs and bowels.
They weren't done with the now spasming girls. A third creature approached each of them and guided
its cock into their mouths. As if coordinated, the two trios of animals began to rhythmically fuck Sylvia

and Juli in all three of their holes. Neither of the friends would have been able to say how long it lasted,
they were both driven to several more orgasms before the animals came again, hot and thick cum
gushing into their wombs, stomach and bowels. The cocks withdrew and the creatures swam away. Juli
was left lying against the rough coral reef, while Sylvia floated a few yards above her. Both were
protected from drowning by their bodies closing off their throats, meaning water couldn't get down into
their stomachs or lungs. Neither could air from their breathing units, but they had enough stored oxygen
to get by.
Sylvia came around first, she could feel the cum still residing inside her. Looking around she saw Juli,
whose stomach was bulging out as if pregnant. A quick check showed her body was in the same state.
Swimming down she patted her friend on the cheek. Juli's eyes fluttered open. After taking a moment to
remember what happened to them, she looked towards Sylvia and pointed upwards, questioningly.
Sylvia shook her head no. Nodding in agreement, Juli began to swim towards the edge of the reef and
the cliff falling off into the depths of the sea.
Both noticed that the cum inside them wasn't coming out, but neither paid it much mind, it wasn't
interfering with their swimming and it felt rather good. Passing over the cliff, they began to swim
downwards. The amount of light decreased steadily, but their enhanced vision allowed them to still see
each other.
Suddenly Sylvia found herself stuck, as if she'd suddenly swum into a gelatin of some sort. She could
move her arms and legs, but it was very slow and difficult. A quick glance showed Juli in the same state.
Then she felt the "water" flow along her arms and legs. Whatever it was it wasn't the regular sea-water.
It had a firm feel to it, and within moments it had reached her body. It wrapped around her crotch and
massive breasts, and then up over her head.
Juli figured out that they were caught by some sort of semi-solid life form, but the point became moot
as tendrils forced their way down her throat. Similar ones penetrated her pussy and ass. For the second
time in less than ten minutes she was being triple penetrated. She could feel the semi-liquid descending
all the way to her stomach, and down below the one in her pussy had already penetrated her cervix and
was in her womb. The one in her ass was harder to determine, but she wouldn't have been surprised if it
was deep inside her bowels as well.
A look to the side showed that Sylvia was in the same state, but that's when Juli noticed the water
around her friend turning milky white. A minute later the same happened around her. Then it hit her.
The creature they were inside was sucking out the cum the dolphinoids had deposited inside them. She
could feel her stomach flattening back out as the massive amounts of cum was vacuumed out. It was
now much easier to see what they were inside; it was indeed a translucent jelly-like creature, which was
now being stained white and thus becoming visible.
Sylvia didn't know or really care what the creature was doing; she just knew she was enjoying it
immensely. It had begun to massage her body, especially her chest, in a way she'd never really felt
before. No hands could manipulate her orbs like this, it was sending her to an all new heaven she'd
never felt before. The tendrils buried in her body also began to pump, an orgasm flooding her body once

more. A moment later the tendrils began to withdraw, and almost before she knew it, she and Juli were
free once more. The jelly creature now a rapidly receding blob of white water.
Sylvia turned towards Juli, intending to suggest they head back to the surface, when all further thoughts
were cut off by something massive entering her pussy. Her mouth opened in a scream that carried over
to Juli, but before she could do something, a tentacle the size of her arm entered her pussy. Both girls
were now solidly impaled and were being flooded by stimulation. They didn't even realize they were
being drawn further down into the depths.
The tentacles inside their pussies were growing thicker and rippling internally, driving Sylvia and Juli into
another round of orgasm. Finally they stopped descending, both recovering enough of their senses to
realize there was something enormous nearby. More tentacles appeared and began to run over their
bodies. Two thin ones wrapped around Sylvia's breasts, while ones tipped by tiny feelers ran over Juli's
nipples.
That was when Sylvia felt a tentacle enter her ass. It seemed entered easily and didn't seem to stop
either. Another wave of pleasure swept over her and she didn't think about it, until she felt something at
the back of her throat. Her mouth was forced open, and a huge tentacle came out. The one in her
mouth had gone all the way through her body!
The tentacle in Juli's pussy moved her over towards her friend, until they were face to face. Juli was
shocked to see the dark tentacle emerging from her friend's mouth. The tentacle shot forwards,
entering Juli's mouth. It slithered down her throat and entered her stomach, until a few moments later
she could feel it emerge from her ass. She and Sylvia were now thoroughly impaled by a single tentacle.
Their eyes met in a look that conveyed the depths of their pleasure. Not just from the thorough fucking
they were receiving, but that they were experiencing it together. Reaching out their hands met, fingers
locking together. The tentacle connecting them began to pulse, and they lost themselves to pleasure.
--Juli felt something hard beneath her. Groaning slightly she opened her eyes. Right before her was a very
familiar looking pussy. She was lying on the bottom of the runabout they'd rented; right next to her was
Sylvia. Her head was right next to Sylvia's crotch and vice-versa. Reaching out she ran her finger along
Sylvia's slit. "Hey are you awake?"
A faint moan came in response, "yeah, barely" followed it. Juli felt something wet flick her clitoris,
Sylvia's tongue. Juli managed to gather the energy to scoot closer and began licking Sylvia's in response.
Within moments they were locked in a 69, seeing who could bring the other to orgasm first. Despite
everything they had gone through, the two remained nearly insatiable and within a few minutes both
screamed out as they came at the same time.
Juli turned around so she and Sylvia could be face to face. "Did you enjoy your vacation?" Sylvia cracked
a smile.

"I'd say it was pretty good." A wondering look came over Sylvia's face. "Hey Juli how'd we get back into
the boat anyway?" She didn't remember swimming back to the surface.
"Maybe that last one brought us back." Juli briefly pondered the idea, but Sylvia's hand on her breast
caused her to stop caring. "Oh so that's how it is!" Juli rolled on top of her friend and locked her in a
deep kiss, their tongues darting around each other's mouths.
Two hours later the motor on the runabout finally started back up, the mostly satiated girls needing to
get it back before nightfall. Neither noticed the dark tentacle sticking out of the water nearby, seeming
to watch for a few moments before darting back under the waves...

The End.

